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Abstract. Today, innovative learning spaces represent much more than just
removable furniture and open spaces for workers. The digital revolution in
business and education fostered by the rapid development of Internet-based
tools and solutions and Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) brought about profound changes to this sector. The aim of this
research is to carry out large-scale, cross-site studies to measure the current
impact of ICT on working practices. Our research develops and presents the
new models of learning in open spaces as well as tests how ICT can be used
to support innovation and work practices. In this paper, we also single our
and describe the necessary prerequisites and skills that are associated with
the specific ICT functionalities that are presently needed for the entire open
innovation process. Our results can be of a special use for educators,
innovators, entrepreneurs as well as relevant stakeholders operating in
business or education (or, perhaps, both). This research outlines the most
useful recommendations and described the patterns for innovations in
learning in novel open spaces.
Keywords: open space; innovation, information technology.

1 Introduction
Nowadays, innovative open spaces for learning represent something more beyond the sitting
order or gadgets. They include collaborative software, mobile apps, video conferencing
platforms, virtual reality kits and augmented reality kits that provide students and teachers
with the tools for personal and shared physical space [1, 2]. Classroom design can redefine
interconnectivity by creating unconstrained, technology-rich environments in which students
and teams can solve problems and innovate in their homes, classrooms, and communal
spaces. With the increasing complexity of our world, school design has become more
rational, with an emphasis on utility and longevity. For example, some schools are
transforming computer rooms, libraries and outdoor spaces into flexible learning
environments [3, 4]. These rooms have several functions and can serve several grades in the
course of a day. Some schools have created innovative outdoor learning spaces for students,
including gardens and mini-ecosystems ephemeral for science learning. In some classrooms,
open-air learning environments are designed for teaching, presentations, or independent
group work, and can offer a new perspective to students who spend most of the school day
indoors [5].
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Generally, novel learning spaces offer a variety of educational zones. Given the context,
these spaces can fit into any school, from enclosed to open learning spaces. This might
contain an array different ways teachers and schools can create innovative learning
environments [6].
Today, educators believe learning spaces should support social and cognitive
experiences that reflect the school's educational philosophy. Many schools are built on the
approach developed by Reggio Emilia in Italy in the 1940s where students play an active role
in learning. This approach demonstrated how the imaginative learning spaces could be
utilized at schools and how learning environments worked for teachers [7].
Furthermore, many modern universities make a good example of an informal learning
environment, and given the nature of today’s education one might suggest exploring the new
ideas and developing opportunities [8]. In order to promote cooperation, a learning
environment should be planned.
There are many ways to improve classrooms around the world to maximize the learning
experience for students and teachers. Having students teach outside the traditional classroom
at all times can lead to better bonding and greater enjoyment of educational activities. Design
teams in the education sector have the task of developing new strategies for school
construction. Today, there is a strong trend towards building Innovative Learning
Environments (ILEs) in new and converted schools. An innovative learning environment is
a learning environment in which classrooms and corridors are open to a diverse and activityoriented learning space [9]. This includes designing spaces based on the characteristics of the
students and the tasks to be performed. It stresses the importance of adapting learning spaces
to the needs and ideas of students.
Innovative learning spaces must take into account students’ personal skills to ensure that
they become round and productive. In traditional methods of education, pupils followed
teachers, but today pupils are more responsible for their own learning and teachers are seen
as guides to facilitate their own learning needs [10]. When a room in a school is an open
space with lots of people, it can be difficult to focus on certain tasks such as reading.
Repeatedly redesigning the classroom over the course of a day can attract students’ attention
and enable a variety of tasks. Blended learning models use multiple learning modes and need
spaces designed to support the many different modalities that may occur: digital media, small
interactive groups, peer-to-peer and teacher-led. Instead of monopolizing learning through
large groups with direct instruction, we need a cellular classroom with rows of desks focused
on a single teacher, as in traditional schools. The ideal is a space that supports multiple
learning modes located in the same physical space, minimizing interference in the space
between modes as students move between different activities.

2 Enabling spaces for
innovation

collaborative knowledge creation

Recently, Peschl and Fundneider [11] developed the entire innovation paradigm as a
systematic innovation process approach, which is now called “emerging innovation”.
Comparing this process with traditional approaches to innovation and knowledge creation, it
becomes clear that it goes beyond traditional out-of-the-box thinking and creative tools [12].
These changes require a dynamic representation of innovation as a knowledge process. In
order to understand the design of innovation processes, one must first understand the
underlying knowledge processes. Having these in mind, we need to keep track of how
innovation and knowledge processes develop over time. It is a difficult task for an
organization or a company to characterize its knowledge and innovation processes and to
plan for them as such [13]. One might ask why it is necessary to understand these processes
in this way at all.
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Although the focus of this research is on the front end of innovation and the process of
knowledge generation, the authors are aware of the fact that in order to create knowledge and
innovation it is necessary to have a successful market area for the exploitation of newly
created knowledge. We attempt to design a space-based process for collaborative knowledge
generation and innovation. Our research is a theoretical paper on the role of new technologies
as enablers of new knowledge. Thence, we aim to discuss the impact of entrepreneurial
innovation on the various collaborative and inclusive environments that give rise to
innovation practices. We want to clarify the role of the various collaborative and inclusive
environments and practices for innovation emerging worldwide in contexts, processes and
outcomes that foster innovation and entrepreneurship. We encourage input from academics
studying the impact of these environments on innovation development and
commercialisation processes for young entrepreneurs.
In general terms, entrepreneurial innovation is related to the challenges of developing
new products and services, structuring new organizations and commercializing them [14].
The creation of profound changes through new knowledge is a central challenge in
knowledge management. Creating spaces for profound cognitive change through innovation
and loss of knowledge. Knowledge and technology management to foster innovation enables
collaborative co-innovation. Innovation and knowledge processes can be a confusing and
complex task for companies. Organisations striving for innovation must keep a wide range
of knowledge in mind throughout the innovation process [15, 16].
Here, it is important to outline the challenges that inspire us to develop knowledge cubes.
The practical implications of the first are that new forms of work and participation require a
review of evaluation and evaluation procedures and processes. To achieve this, we need to
develop effective cultural assessments and use innovative assessment measures to determine
the use of user paths and formal and informal groupings. Quantitative surveys can make it
difficult to assess the impact of these changes on the perception of visitors and staff in open
spaces and third-party spaces, which do not provide respondents with opportunities to
identify specific places that mean something to them. It is impossible for an organization to
reconcile such processes, objectives, and instruments without thinking through several subprocesses. As a result, the concept of an "enabling space" is often introduced as a space
designed to facilitate and facilitate processes of collaborative knowledge generation and
innovation [17, 18].

3 Role of information and communication technologies in
innovation
One measure of technological advancement, the ICT Development Index Ranking, compares
the levels of ICT use and access in different countries of the world. The top 30 countries in
the ranking are high-income countries where quality of life is above average, including
countries in Europe and other regions such as Canada, Japan, Macao, China, New Zealand,
Singapore and the United States, while the countries surveyed improvement their ICT
development index ranking every year [19, 20].
Since ICT affects daily life, it affects macroeconomic growth, which in turn affects
society by improving infrastructure and living standards. The learning objective is to examine
the role of technology as the driver of competitive advantages and innovations in the business
environment. The key point here is that innovation is the primary source of competitive
advantages for companies in the industrial environment which promotes efficiency,
productivity, differentiation and the fulfilment of a variety of needs [21]. Technology is the
driving force and enabler of innovation, and it is a powerful driver for the development and
dissemination of innovation. Technology builds on itself and enables innovative approaches
to the evolution of technology. ICT fosters innovation by improving the exchange of
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information and the dissemination of knowledge without generating innovation. ICT is a key
factor for collaboration in research and innovation without increasing the costs of a single
inventor or a single business model [22]. ICT facilitates global cooperation and the
dissemination of knowledge due to the geographical proximity of issues and, in particular,
the acquisition of tacit knowledge that cannot be codified and shared through interactive
personal relationships. ICT can help reduce the costs of innovation activities in a number of
ways. Cloud computing is just one example of where companies can adopt a pay-as-you-go
model for computing resources without making significant investments in ICT infrastructure
and software [23]. ICT access to broadband enables services to be traded, giving businesses
access to lower-cost input services and reaching global markets. Managed service providers
(MSPs) need to focus on taking on additional business from existing customers and offering
additional types and levels of service to increase their revenue and profit margins. This raises
the question of which factors enable, inhibit or support functioning innovations. Key
strategies need to be further developed to meet the challenges of the increasing use of
information and communication technologies. Restrictions on business process restructuring
as an approach to changing work practices are particularly pronounced in ICT projects in the
health sector, and ICT is evidenced by the large number of reported failures in large
innovative IT projects. Evidence that ICT supports and drives innovative changes in work
practice is weak and derives from non-transferable case studies of individual organisations.
Many studies have shown that characteristics of teams and organizational culture are
associated with effective ICT use, but are less likely than other significant factors. Literacy
and mathematics lessons with ICT in combination with writing and learning produce better
results than traditional methods of ICT alone [24]. UNESCO publication on ICT in education
explains how organisations can be positioned in this area. Acquiring access to ICT is
important not only for education, but also for power [25].
Sustainability and respect for the environment are high on the priority list for individuals,
consumers, governments and organisations, but ICT offers a two-sided argument.
Technologies and services in the fields of computers, data management, telecommunications
and the Internet deal with the transmission and reception of all kinds of information.
Information and communication technologies permeate all aspects of life and offer people a
fast way to interact, network, seek help, access information and learn [26]. Because of its
presence, ICT is of immense economic importance. For example, between 1981 and 2004,
India and China developed national innovation systems to invest in research and
development, with particular emphasis on patenting high-tech services for export. During
this period, both countries experienced high GDP growth by linking the science sector to the
business sector and by importing technology, thereby stimulating innovation [27, 28]. This
is a good example for other countries to follow.

4 Innovation as a highly challenging social epistemological
process
People who promote capitalism regard socialism as innovation and expend a lot of energy
working against it. Some researchers perceive the spread of social innovation as an attack on
money and banks [29, 30]. Social innovation in socialism and communism is the
nationalization of cooperatives and associations. Once selected projects, collaborations and
events have been identified in the first step, the organisation of the innovation process is
reconstructed in the second step. The next step is then based on the knowledge-based
framework conditions’ assessment and analysis [31].
In line with the purpose of this research, the development of a semi-structured analysis is
related to the vision of already established concepts of social innovation and attempts to
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transfer the concepts proposed by authors to represent new challenges degraded by the
economic dynamics of today's society.
They are categorized and measured according to five dimensions: input factors for the
innovation process, process outputs, impact of innovation on output, measures of access to
process activities and availability of factors that facilitate the process. One needs to examine
the characteristics of social innovation that contribute to its success and unpack the
challenges of research in the context of the communities that drive it. We believe that research
must serve the community and that social innovation requires an approach to innovation
designed to balance the rigors of reality with the work of responding to community-oriented
requirements. We also present proposals for practices that researchers and social innovators
can use to build and sustain cooperation. The creation and design of solutions is not a new
phenomenon, but technological advances and increasing globalization have enabled major
leaps in the scope and impact of solutions. Health, education and environmental sustainability
are ripe for innovation. Innovation is increasingly seen as a driver of competitiveness in
Europe and the global market, leading to all sorts of political efforts to eliminate the rules
and regulations that limit the capacity of economic operators to innovate. Innovative
companies like Apple and Google are celebrated as scientists and artists of the past, instilling
a lifestyle where the status quo is challenged, limited and accepted from the start. The idea
of industrialized countries is that long-term growth of companies is from their ability to
develop and produce innovative products and services [32]. On the other hand, the economic
paradigm of technological innovation is at odds with the great challenge of global warming.
Global warming is considered to be responsible for environmental degradation, resource
degradation and impoverishment of populations around the world despite the imperative of
economic growth [33]. In practice, the focus has been on how innovative responses are
generated and disseminated, often to the detriment of emerging peripheral institutions. Many
studies using diffusion innovation theory in the field of public health, for example, have
focused on behavioural theory, focusing on messages of adaptation at the individual level
and the use of means of change to influence innovation and act as potential users.
Critical theory is crucial to work on health justice, because it calls on scientists to
recognize the extent to which prioritization of certain methods and epistemological skills in
public health sustains or exacerbates the health inequalities that require health, health care,
and health behaviour to be defined, understood, and evaluated in accordance with prevailing
ideologies and norms. In addition to the fundamental paradigmatic differences discussed
above in ontological and epistemological assumptions, interpretative and positivistic research
differ in several respects. Many positivist researchers consider interpretative research to be
flawed and biased, given the subjective nature of the qualitative data collection and
interpretation processes used in this research. The failure of many positive techniques to
generate interesting insights and new knowledge has since caused a resurgence of interest in
interpretation since the 1970s, but the precise methods and strict criteria to ensure the
reliability and validity of interpretative conclusions [34].
This refers to other levels of the architecture of multi-level innovation systems (e.g.
subnational, supranational, transnational). In several contexts, the networks offered here
represent the predominant organizational approach that links and combines the knowledge
production. At the overall level, as a national innovation system as whole, the hybrid and
dynamic knowledge co-evolution between various modes (universities and university subunits on one hand and commercial and academic enterprises and fixed sub-units on the other)
will unfold and will drive the next steps towards the promotion of knowledge society,
knowledge economy and knowledge democracy [35]. Universities and higher education
systems is a concept and metaphor that emphasises the presence and coexistence of different
types of knowledge and different paradigms of knowledge. The second way is to take into
account the social and organizational processes that produce innovation. In this mode,
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innovation is the goal, and it is pursued as a social process with compelling social
implications. This orientation presents many challenges to public health, in particular
accessibility and sustainability of health innovations for vulnerable populations. This article
provides theoretical and epistemological guidance for the development of innovative socialecological strategies to promote health justice.

5 Conclusions and final remarks
Overall, it seems that designing innovative open spaces for learning needs the support the
design and implementation of clearly defined technical artifacts, be it the introduction of
knowledge-based solutions or design units. Most projects do not produce novel artefacts, but
instead require a process or procedure for deploying and using novel artifacts in a problematic
context. This process is a novel use of artifacts and describes effective methods for using
these artifacts in problem solving. Artifacts act as other resources for building and evaluating
new designs. Projects retrieve artifacts from the prescriptive knowledge base and use them
in its process to create new artifacts. Definition of an innovation system as a set of
components with causal relationships that influence the generation and use of innovations
and innovative performance. One can find a comprehensive framework for the organisation.
The term “innovation ecosystem” is a subset and a synonym for innovation system. When
innovation is the result of interaction between ecology and stakeholders, the term "innovation
ecosystem" is used to emphasize this. Other terms used the term to describe the envisaged
innovation environment, while the term ecological innovation environment (e.g. many people
equate creativity with innovation, and while this is understandable, it is often a mistake). The
words “design” and “innovation” are often used interchangeably to describe methods for
conceiving artifacts, services and systems. Although the two terms and their relationship to
tools and techniques have a strong relationship to each other, they are not synonymous.
Creativity is the process of creating new innovations, and applying creativity to a new
product or service is a value. Product innovations bring direct added value to the customer,
while process innovations bring indirect added value to the customer by reducing costs or
increasing the quality of a new or existing product. Value is generated by taking a creative
new idea and moving it through a series of phases to achieve practical new innovations. In
the arena of valuable and pragmatic innovation, the development of innovative products is
consistent with business-centric activities and not with creative endeavours. Businessoriented activities focus on facilitating, developing and managing new and valuable products.
It requires design, but it is not just about design, because design is more than just the
development of a new and inventive artifact. In our field, it is useful to break down keywords
in an attempt to define design and its qualifiers (design artifacts) in order to illustrate the
problem of the fusion of innovation and design and to show how design influences design.
Artifacts include not only the products and services we think of when we think of the
"innovation", but also regulatory systems (such as business models, organizational structures
and operations) that produce and deliver other artifacts as well as the legal, economic and
other social systems used to organize human behaviour. It is the artifacts that people
experience in the world, but it is also the artifacts that people and organizations create. The
house, the iPod and the toaster are all artifacts of organizations and companies, as well as
law, music and composition. Each time a new artifact is created, it not only contains physical
and informative forms of its existence, but also the implicit and explicit rules through which
it is experienced. The term encompasses the fully realized manifestation of atoms, bits and
rules as a result of deliberate human action. Innovative activity is when a company is the
focus of attention and action. The combination of heterogeneity and generativity of
distributed innovation sites has led to the emergence of dynamic and non-linear patterns in
digital innovation. The development and validation of analytical models to understand how
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heterogeneous actors on the edge of digital innovation networks relate to innovation patterns
is an important challenge for innovation scientists. Key insights into how data analysis can
facilitate innovation processes remain unexplored, especially in the context of federal
networks. In this paper we want to examine this process in the context of federated networks.
Such factors as the innovation processes of companies and the focus on innovations in large
enterprises in industrialized countries should be taken into account. The lens of absorbance
capacity defined as the two dimensions of the knowledge base comprised of knowledge
diversity and the depth of links and routines can be applied, and this explains in a sense how
the knowledge base of software companies influences their level of radical information
technology innovation and technological breakthroughs.
Researchers who examine innovation processes from this perspective are recommended
to consider the critical journey of events. Several data sources can be created, including
innovation proposals, initial planning documents, progress reports, and public
communications such as blogs and interviews. In addition, other materials, such as their
developed artifacts, the involvement of stakeholders and workshop materials, can be used.
However, only a few companies truly commit themselves to the process of continuous
innovation management. This is a professional problem that affects the whole area and falls
outside the competence. Management of innovations, more than any other innovation type,
has enabled companies over the last 100 years to overcome new performance thresholds. The
principles and processes of innovation management create long-term advantages and lead to
dramatic shifts in the competitive position.
To conclude, one would probably agree with us that the turn of the millennium was
marked by the rapid development of digital technologies. The ubiquity of digitalization is
one of the primary forces of innovation in a variety of product and service categories. All of
these defines their ability to deliver a steady stream of innovative new products and services
year after year.
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